Abstract -We optimize the cost estimation of the COnstructive COst Model, COCOMO, by using the improved bat algorithm. The bat algorithm depicts the hunting and routing behavior of bats which is based on their natural echolocation facility. This algorithm performs the optimization by switching from exploration to exploitation automatically. Furthermore, the performance of the algorithm is improved by introducing a random walk in the exploration phase which speeds up convergence towards global optima. The improved algorithm determines the optimized value of the constants used in the COCOMO model to get a more accurate software cost estimation. The algorithm is tested on four datasets downloaded from the data repository and compared with existing state of the art techniques. The result proves the significance of the technique.
I. INTRODUCTION
In Software development process it is very important to determine how long and how much it will take to deliver a new software product. It includes the efforts spend in the software development process which includes its different stages of designing, development, testing and maintenance. Cost estimation for a software project is predicting the expenditures made in Software development process. It is an important factor for the customer and developer both. If the cost of selected features is known initially at design phase it will provide a great importance to gain customer satisfaction [1] . Software Cost estimation is not only estimate the money spent in project. But it is to provide the estimation of software projects need workload and work schedule. While estimating a project there can be different factors which may affect the overall estimates like. So, it is very important to consider all those factors. Some of the factors like Project size, Type of Project, Personnel experience and Programming language etc. may impact cost estimation [1] [2] . Cost estimation needed to evaluate the funding requirement to support project planning which is an important component. When a project management have the estimates, they have the framework to control the project. Performance can be measured at any time during the project. Ideally, the expenses to complete a task can be estimated by related former activities. But for many industries, estimation through former activities is not possible. So, In order to best utilize the time, effort and money within the scope of resources, people developed many methods for cost estimation to get a better estimates [2] [3].
The COnstructive COst MOdel (COCOMO) is a model to determine the cost of the software. This model uses a basic regression formula for estimating cost, effort and schedule for software projects based on features of the project. The model calculates the efforts as
, here KLOC shows the kilo line of code and a,b are the constants which depends upon the type of software [3] [4] . This model cab be optimized by using meta-heuristic algorithm [5] . This paper optimizes the estimation using COCOMO model by using improved BAT algorithm discussed in subsequent sections.
II. THE BAT ALGORITHM
Bat algorithm demonstrates the hunting and the routing behavior of the bat [6] [7] . Bat uses echolocation property i.e. identifying the location of any object or prey by the reflected sound signal from that particular object or prey. This algorithm assumes ideal condition for the echolocation of the bat. It includes the automatic adjustment of sound wavelength transmitted by bat with respect to emission rate and loudness [8] [9] . The process of BAT algorithm is as follow.
Suppose there are n bats with position vector P The velocity of each bat is adjusted according to frequency using the equation (1): 
The above work updates the position of the bat by using global search. The position can also be updated using the local search given by equation (4):
Here,  is a random value between -1 to 1 i.e.
L is the loudness at t time stamp which can be calculated by equation (5):
The local and the global updates of bat position depends upon the pulse emission rate which affects the loudness of the sound. The emission rate and loudness can be represented by equation (6) and (7) respectively:
(1 )
Here, 0 a emr is the initial emission rate and ,   are constants whose value can be given on benchmark basis. If the emission rate is less than a random value only then the local search takes place otherwise the global updation goes on. This process is repeated until maximum iterations archived [6] [10] [11] . The process can also be easily elaborated by following algorithm:
Here, P, V, f are the position, velocity and frequency vector for n bats respectively. The F is the fitness function to evaluate the fitness of the solution generated by corresponding position. The L is the loudness vector and emr 0 is initial emission rate.
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The above algorithm gives the process of bat algorithm which is a meta-heuristic approach for optimization. This algorithm has be applied to the cost estimation of a software by using the objective function given by equation (8) 
shows that the fitness function basically calculates the mean relative error which depends upon the actual and the predicted estimation [12] [13] . The above process is used for the cost estimation using bat algorithm. 
III. AN IMPROVED BAT ALGORITHM FOR COST ESTIMATION
Bat algorithm performs well for the various applications. This algorithm automatically switches from the exploration phase i.e. global search, to the exploitation phase i.e. local search. The main limitation of the algorithm is that it mainly searches locally even in the exploration phase. In the exploration phase change in the frequency is the parameter for the global search which restrict the search locally mainly. This behavior has been changed by introducing the random move nature to the bat resultant the equation (1) modifies to equation (9) .
Here pr is the probability which is generated randomly by using a random function and r P is position at any random time stamp. While the other variable has the same meaning defined in previous section. This updation strength the exploration phase and improves the global search. Correspondingly the equation (3) has been modified to equation (10) to improve the impact of velocity on the position.
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End if end i. iteration++ End while Here, P, V, f are the position, velocity and frequency vector for n bats respectively. The F is the fitness function to evaluate the fitness of the solution generated by corresponding position. The L is the loudness vector and emr 0 is initial emission rate.The above algorithm gives the process of improved bat algorithm. This algorithm has be applied to the cost estimation of a software by using the objective function given by equation (8)which basically calculates the mean relative error which depends upon the actual and the predicted estimation. The implementation and analysis of above process for the cost estimation of software has been discussed in next section.
IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The algorithm discussed in previous section has been implemented using MATLAB. The analysis has been done on 4 datasets, 2 are the NASA datasets containing 60 and 93 projects respectively and other two are COCOMO81 and kemerer. All datasets has been downloaded from the promise data repository. The actual cost of each software project is available in the dataset which is compared with the estimated cost to calculate the mean relative error for each project. The comparison has been done between the COCOMO based cost estimation i.e. cost estimation without optimization with the BAT and improved BAT based optimization. The remaining section of the paper uses Dataset1 for the cocomo81 dataset, Dataset2 for NASA dataset having 60 projects, Dataset3 for NASA dataset with 93 project and Dataset 4 for kemerer dataset. The software effort estimation for Dataset1 has been analyzed in table1. The effort estimation for each project in the Dataset1 has been shown in the table 1. The analysis table 1 shows that the value of the effort converges towards the actual effort but for some project the estimation is producing higher error. This is because the algorithm reduces the mean absolute error in cost estimation by equation (8) . The software cost/effort estimation for each undertaking in the Dataset2 has been appeared in the table 2. The mean absolute error in the Dataset2 has been to 132.486 from 137.401 (Bat calculation) which is decreased from 400.985 in COCOMO display. The standardized error in each project of Dataset2 has been investigated in figure 2 which is computed by equation (11) . The software cost/effort estimation for each undertaking in the Dataset4 has been appeared in the table 4. The mean absolute error in the Dataset4 has been to 4564.934 from 5528.158 (Bat calculation) which is decreased from 6804.450 in COCOMO display. The standardized error in each project of Dataset4 has been investigated in figure 4 which is computed by equation (11) . 10.9 ISSN: 1473-804x online, 1473-8031 print Figure 4 unmistakably connotes that normalized error has been reduced by the bat calculation which is additionally decreased by improving the bat calculation on the Dataset4. This shows that the improved bat algorithm improves the estimation of the software effort.
V. CONCLUSION
The paper improves the BAT algorithm by using a random walk in the exploration phase. This algorithm has been applied to get the optimized value of the constants used in the COCOMO model. This optimized values of the constants results in better software cost estimation. The algorithm has been analyzed on 4 different datasets downloaded from promise repository containing 2 NASA datasets, COCOMO81 and kemerer dataset. The performance of the algorithm has been analyzed by comparing the estimated cost with the actual cost. The analysis clearly shows that the improved BAT algorithm estimates the cost better the COCOMO model optimized by BAT algorithm and COCOMO model without optimization. This proves the significance of algorithm. In future the optimization can be hybridized to improve the performance.
